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Editor To Support Diplex Matched Antennas In
XFdtd EM Simulation Software

Remcom Electromagnetic Simulation Software

XFdtd's schematic editor has been updated to

support diplex matched antennas and also adds new

efficiencies that streamline antenna design

workflows.

Remcom announces expanded

capabilities within its schematic editor in

the latest release of XFdtd, including

support for diplex matched antennas.

STATE COLLEGE, PA, USA, August 10,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Remcom

announces expanded capabilities

within its schematic editor in the latest

release of XFdtd® 3D EM Simulation

Software, including support for diplex

matched antennas and new

efficiencies aimed at streamlining

antenna design workflows and

shortening design cycles. 

XFdtd’s schematic editor is a novel

electromagnetic simulation tool that

combines matching network analysis

with full-wave results, making it ideal

for complex antenna design applications involving multi-state and multi-port aperture or

impedance tuners and corporate feed networks with digital phase shifters.

The latest release builds on the previous framework with additional antenna configurations and

time-saving options in the schematic editor’s interface, simplifying analysis of a matching

network’s impact on FDTD results.  In particular, the capability to connect two voltage sources to

a single antenna improves workflow efficiency for diplex matched antenna use cases.  System

and radiation efficiencies can be effortlessly computed from a single schematic for both

operating modes.

Other enhancements include the ability to compute averaged SAR for dynamically tuned

antennas leveraging multi-port impedance and aperture tuners.  Schematic matching network

simulation fidelity has also increased with the inclusion of microstrip models and substrate
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definitions.

Additional updates are aimed at fostering a more intuitive and collaborative experience for

engineering teams.  XFdtd now incorporates frequency bands showcasing the benefit of the

FDTD method for producing many broadband results using a single run.  Most commonly used

bands are included in the Frequency Band Library to streamline user input.  Users can also

define their own custom bands and add them to the library, import bands from external files,

and export bands.  

For more information on the latest release of XFdtd, please visit Remcom’s website.  XFdtd users

without an active Remcom Professional Support contract can upgrade to the latest version by

contacting sales.

About Remcom:  Remcom provides innovative electromagnetic simulation and wireless

propagation software for commercial users and U.S. government sponsors.  Remcom’s

complementary products work together to provide complete end-to-end design and analysis of

complex devices in real-world scenarios, simplifying EM analysis for a wide variety of applications

including antenna design and placement, 5G MIMO, outdoor and indoor mmWave planning,

mobile device design, biomedical, microwave, automotive radar, and more.  Remcom is

committed to its customers’ unique needs, offering flexible licensing options for installations of

all sizes as well as custom-engineered solutions.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/583428223

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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